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Hi Tim, thanks for taking the time to speak with
us! Can I start by asking how you got started with
guitars and guitar building?
Thanks for inviting me. I think that, like many
awkward young people, I was drawn toward
music as an escape from the small town lifestyle of
midwest America. Music was exciting and although
it was diverse in culture, it also said to me that we as
humans really share the same values for ourselves
of hope and happiness. So music looked to me like
a universal and enlightening force that I was drawn
towards.
My father was a science teacher and my mother was
an artist. So those influences were always around
me as I was growing up. And I could see both art
and science in music that I heard. And they are
important in lutherie as well.
As my young life went forward I worked as a DJ

at nightclub and radio, went to sound engineering
school, worked in a record store and I played
guitar in a punk band. That was all very fun and
educational but after about fifteen years, that
lifestyle became somewhat self destructive and I
longed for something more tangible. So I studied
cabinetmaking and worked for a custom cabinet
shop for many years. But it seems that every time
something is gained, something is also lost. So I
was drawn back towards my love of music.
When I was younger I was into electric guitar. I
always owned an acoustic guitar but it wasn’t until
later that I really appreciated playing acoustic
music. And I was fascinated by how such volume
and tone can come out of this wooden box. So
I was frustrated with my career path and I was
ready to challenge myself again so I quit my job at
the cabinet shop and went back to school to learn
lutherie. And I have been building instruments ever
since.
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I see- where did you train in lutherie?
There is a school in Red Wing Minnesota called Minnesota State College Southeast
that has been around for decades teaching all kinds of instrument repair including
violins, cellos, guitars, mandolins and even brass and woodwind instruments. The guitar
program also includes construction of acoustic, archtop and electric guitars. Of course
my experience as a woodworker helped, as did my guitar playing because I was altering
electric guitars, adding pickups, putting on tremolos, etc. but Red Wing was really where
it began for me. I am constantly reading about guitar building and I attend seminars
when I can, so I expect my education will always continue.
And what was the course like?
It was intense! When I went through the guitar program it was nine months long and
it covered classes on fret work, setting necks, bridges, electronics and much more. The
classes are very thorough and hands-on. I don’t remember exactly but it seems that
students were making ten nuts and doing about seven re-frets. I am now a part of the
teaching staff. We spend sixteen days just teaching students about using tools. Later
in the year comes the acoustic guitar construction and finishing classes. The school
now offers a second year for more in-depth on guitar construction, CAD, and archtop
instruments.
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Opus 75 Falcon headstock - gold Gotoh 510
tuning machines, ebony head cap, binding and
fingerboard, bone nut, paua abalone and white
mother of pearl inlays. Photo by Tim Reede
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Sierra headstock back - Gotoh open gear
tuning machines, flamed koa back head cap,
laminated neck of flamed mahogany, black
walnut and flame maple. Photo by Tim Reede.
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And what were some of the most important lessons
you learnt from the course?
School was great, everything that I learned there was
important but it was really a foundation. There is so
much that is learned from fifteen years of building
instruments. There are some steadfast guidelines that
I follow, for example selecting a good piece of wood is
very important. I only want wood that is quarter sawn,
free from defects, has little or no runout, and it must be
properly dried. In spruce I want consistent color and
uniform grain count.
With stringed instruments there is a balancing act
between the structure and responsiveness, in other
words, holding the strings tension versus being able
to respond to the slightest string vibration. Too much
structure and you can kill the volume and bass. I
tend to go lighter on the structure to gain overall
responsiveness so my bracing is light and tops and
backs are thin. As a general rule I look for ways to
reduce weight everywhere I can.
I also like using hot hide glue for many important parts.
It is historically used on instruments for hundreds of
years. This glue is more difficult to work with because
it needs to be mixed and heated and it has a short
working time and shelf life, but it has some great
advantages. As it cools and dries it begins to shrink,
pulling the wood tighter together. People who work in
leather know that when you are making a snow shoe,
for example, you get the leather wet and do the webbing
and as the leather dries it gets very tight. Another
characteristic is that dries very rigid and this is good
for transferring vibrations. Plus there are advantages for
removing parts for example, resetting a neck.
I laminate my necks because it adds stability so
warping is not an issue, but it also adds stiffness, so as
the vibrations of the string are sent to the nut and the
bridge the neck will not absorb vibrations, instead that
energy is sent back to the bridge where it produces
more sound. The headstock is a separate piece of
mahogany that is attached with a scarf joint. I do this
so that the grain changes to run straight down the
headstock. This makes breaking the headstock very
difficult.
Those are some of my building principles, other design
aspects are more subjective such as wood species,
and features. Those choices come from who will be
playing the instrument and how they will be using the
instrument.
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Do you find that hide glue was a higher failure rate
due to decomposition?
No, in fact the failure rate is lower with hot hide glue.
To be clear, I am not talking about liquid hide glue,
this contains a preservative that changes it, and I don’t
recommend using that on instruments. Hot hide glue
on the other hand has been used for thousands of years.
Egyptian artefacts have been found still glued together
with hide glue.
I noticed that you build a number of different
instruments, from electrics to acoustics- what
challenges do you face when switching from one to
another?
I enjoy the challenge of the design process. And
certainly there are different considerations for electric
and acoustic instruments, although weight and comfort
are concerns with every instrument. When I start a new
guitar, whether a custom build for a client or on spec
I consider what the guitar is about and how it will be
used.
If a player is chording and playing arpeggios in open
tunings, for example, the neck may be a little wider
with a longer scale length, perhaps a multi scale to
give added tension to strings that have been tuned to
lower pitch. Someone playing lead patterns may want a
slightly narrower neck, tighter fingerboard radius and
good access to upper frets. Different neck designs can
be used with any guitar style.
There are many players who were raised playing electric
guitar that are discovering the acoustic guitar because it
is sonically more appealing in many ways, and it is very
portable compared to pedal boards and amp stacks.
These players want a high performance instrument that
has modern features and they may want the feel of a
thinner neck.
With the archtop guitars I stay close to tradition
in design and materials for an Art Deco look and
a smooth Jazz tone. My acoustic/electric guitar is
designed for stage and studio. The sound hole is moved
to reduce feedback problems and the two pickups
systems have separate outputs that can be separated or
blended. So the challenge is matching the design to the
needs of the player.
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Cavatina parlor guitar - Carpathian spruce
soundboard, rope purfling, maple binding,
leopard wood rosette, ebony fingerboard with
maple binding, copper and leopard wood
compass 12th fret inlay.
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Sierra - back
and side, flamed
koa, ebony binding and
back strip, multi lined purfling
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Great, let’s move on to materials- which tonewoods
do you enjoy working with?
For soundboards I most often use red spruce. Spruce
has the highest strength to weight ratio of all woods
and I want spruce that is very stiff. You may think that
stiffness would inhibit the vibrations, and it can until
the thickness is reduced to the point where it vibrates
freely. In this way I get the structure that I need and
reduce weight at the same time. The wood that I buy
comes from the Carpathian mountains of Ukraine.
These have very white color with tight uniform grain
count. I find that this wood is very good for fingerstyle
players who want a responsive guitar with nice
overtones as well as nice headroom.
Sitka spruce can be great sounding too. It is very
common so when I use it I will usually choose bear
claw figure for a unique look. I have used redwood
for tops as well but I will only use reclaimed redwood
because otherwise it does not have enough structure
for the way that I build. These have a nice warmth and
sweetness but they don’t project as well as the spruces.
I will usually choose back and side woods that are
more dense, like rosewood. I really like Cocobolo,
African Blackwood, Ziricote and Bubinga. I have
also used alternative woods like Jatoba, Padauk and
Ovangkol with great success. We know that sound
travels faster in more dense materials. In water the
speed of sound is greater than in air and it is much
faster in solids. It makes sense that velocity of sound
is greater in woods that are more dense. That quicker
response is audible, it gives a sharper attack to each
note.
Soloists often prefer a wider frequency range with
nice low end and longer sustain, and the dense woods
seem to do that well too. I don’t often use mahogany
for backs and sides much but they have their place.
Mahogany is more midrange focused and this can
be very good when playing in a group. Midrange
frequencies are picked up by the human ear better than
higher or lower frequencies so it really cuts through
the mix. I have my own preferences but I keep in mind
that I am not building guitars for myself. Players may
have their own preferences and I am happy to build
with woods that are better suited to their specific
needs.
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Has the new CITES rules affected your choice of
tonewoods at all?
It has, in small ways. I have never used Brazilian
Rosewood, but when all Rosewood species became
CITIES listed I noticed an immediate drop in
availability. Some are still unavailable. I also use many
great woods that are not restricted and I suppose more
of my builds will be utilizing those woods.
Not to get on a soap box too much but I just want to
say something about forest management. I believe
sustainable forestry practice is very important to those
of us who want to see these amazing wood species
continually available. In order to get soundboards with
tight even growth rings, trees need to grow slowly with
competition for light and water. Essentially it needs to
grow in the shade of an existing forest. So preserving
the forest and doing selective harvesting or salvaging
fallen trees is a very good method.
Maybe you could share with us how you would fine
tune a build to a particular style?
I don’t want to put too fine a point on it because
design choices are often made for reasons other than
an individual’s playing style. So besides the wood
choices, scale length and the neck shape, I can only
say that guitars can be as unique as individuals. Sound
is subjective and guitars are very personal. Everyone
has specific preferences for the tone, ergonomics and
visual aesthetics, so this is where each guitar design
begins.
Thanks for sharing. I was wondering if we could just
speak a little about a few particular aspects of the
guitar which have been discussed; I was wondering
about your take on the zero fret and on fret size?
I don’t see anything wrong with a zero fret, I just
never have used one. For the wire itself, I prefer a
taller fretwire. I find that it gives me a little more grab
on the string, plus I get a longer life before they need
replacing. I usually use Stewmac 141 for my acoustic
builds. For electric guitars I use a wider fretwire
because bending notes and big bass strings can wear
the narrower frets faster. The Gold Evo wire is very
nice to work with too. It is a little harder and it looks
very nice with gold hardware. I offer that option too.
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Mauna Loa tenor size resonator ukulele - Koa
body, Indian rosewood binding, multi-line
purfling, Indian rosewood hibiscus leaf
sound holes, ebony fingerboard, paua abalone
marking dots.
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Nomad back - ziricote, koa binding and back
strip, koa heel cap, laminated neck.
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Can we move onto your aesthetics? Where do you take your inspiration from?
It really depends on the type of instrument that I am building and what is requested
by the owner. My acoustic guitar shapes are based closely on historic shapes, even my
own electrics designs are meant to be timeless. Being different can get attention but
it does not mean it is better. Historic shapes and proportions have been refined and
proven worthy for generations, I take inspiration from those designs. It is also my job to
come up with elegant solutions to meet the needs of the player. Form follows function
is important, and with careful thought it can be done so that it looks pleasing. This
can be seen in modern features like arm bevels and demi cutaways and multi scale
fingerboards.
Beyond the overall form of the guitar are other considerations. The wood choice
alone can make a visual statement by its color or figure. I always use wooden binding
on acoustic instruments and binding on the neck and headstock are standard on my
guitars. I consider the color contrast between all elements. Fingerboards are often ebony
for several reasons but it looks great with inlays and black matches all other colors.
Sometimes I will use a rosewood fingerboard but I will match the head cap and bridge
to the same wood as the fingerboard. If I use gold hardware I will usually use the gold
fretwire and gold mother of pearl inlays.
I stay away from too much adornment, and although I have done a fingerboard vine, it
was more abstract than ornate, and there was a function, the leaves were the position
markers. Sometimes the inlays are symbolic representations of people or ideals,
sometimes just decorative, and other times I choose a less formal, more whimsical
theme. Much like the people who play them, no two instruments are alike, and that
variety keeps things interesting.
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And what would you say was the most challenging aspect of building guitars?
As I have mentioned earlier, I love a good challenge when it comes to building
guitars. It really comes down to choosing to take skills and design to a higher
level. For instance, right now I am working on a harp guitar design that
incorporates multi scale, arm bevel and other modern features.
Wonderful! And what would you say was the most enjoyable part of building?
I am fortunate to have talented people like Tim Sparks, Dan Schwartz and
Sam Breckenridge playing my guitars. Sam has had two videos featured on the
Candyrat label video channel. For me it all comes back to the music.
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Mercury electric guitar body - flame
European maple drop top over an alder body,
cream binding, Schroeder Stoptail bridge,
Lollar high wind Imperial hum buckers, ebony
fingerboard, coffee and cream burst.
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Useful Contacts
Tim Reede Guitars
www.reedeguitars.com
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